
 

Saratoga Grasso Spray Catene 

Saratoga Grasso Spray Catene is a high index lubricating oil based on molybdenum disulfide. 

 

APPLICATION FIELDS 

 

Saratoga Grasso Spray  Catene  is the product specifically designed for the long-lasting  lubrication of chains subjected to extreme rotation speeds, in particular 

for motorcycles.  

The special anti-drip additives give high adhesive power to Grasso Spray Catene, preventing the oil from being expelled due to possible high speeds of the 

lubricated parts. Guarantees constant and stable movements, easily penetrates the chain links and resists effectively to water, steam, lubricating emulsions, etc. 

 

APPLICATION 

 

• Shake can well before use. 

• All surfaces must be clean. 

• Apply a uniform thin coat from about 30 cm distance. 

• Use the specific given straw in order  to spray on delimited surfaces or barely accessible ones. 

 

Aspect Liquid contained in an under pressure cylinder

Colour Black liquid

Smell Peculiar

Pour Point -15 ° C

SPECIFIC DATA

 

 

STORAGE 

 

In unopened original packaging, between +20 and +25°C. 

 

CAUTIONS 

Keep out of the reach of children. 

Consult Material Safety Data Sheet for full list of hazards and the directions on the product label itself. 

For further information, please visit our site www.saratoga.it 

 

 

Product description Pack size Product code Box Quantity EAN code

Spray can ml 300 54 277 001 12 8005860542778  
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herein do not involve the assumption of responsibility in case of damages. Before using the product, the user should carry out any necessary test in order to ensure that the product is suitable for the intended 
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way, for specific features, please contact Saratoga Int Sforza spa. Our specialists are at your disposal for further information. 
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